T his is an annotated bibliography of the scientific publications of the embryologist and cancer researcher John Beard, DSc . In this bibliography, each original book, monograph, or article is assigned a unique number, whereas identical or nearly identical items receive only subsidiary numbers (eg, 3a, 3b, 3c).
Complete texts are available online for many of these articles, through PubMed Central, Google Books, and the archive sections of the Web sites of the Lancet, Nature, British Medical Journal, and so on. For the early issues of some journals, particularly Lancet and Nature, which did not assign cumulative volume numbers, I have sometimes departed from Integrative Cancer Therapy's style sheet and provided the date of publication and/or the issue number. As a researcher, I found such information invaluable in finding and accessing the journals in question, and presume it will be for future researchers as well. JB's initial research was on Myzostomata, a remarkable group of small parasitic worms that live on crinoid echinoderms, such as sea lilies and feather stars. These worms were first discovered in 1827 by Prof Friedrich Sigismund Leuckart of Freiburg (1794-1843). "J. Beard adds considerably to our knowledge of the development of Myzostomata, and throws some light on the affinities of the group, concerning which there are very different opinions among naturalists." 1
An Annotated Bibliography of Works by John Beard

Ralph W. Moss, PhD
This article provides a bibliography of the scientific publications of John Beard, DSc . Beard was an English embryologist and cancer researcher of the late 19th and early 20th century, who devised the trophoblastic theory of cancer, a forerunner of today's theory of cancer stem cells. Beard was the author of more than 100 scientific articles and monographs, as well as the book The Enzyme Treatment of Cancer (1911) . This is the first bibliography ever compiled of his scientific publications. "Almost every great anatomist has contributed to the working out of the history of the cranial nerves, and it would be a hopeless task to make a just allocation of credit for the various steps . . . This monograph consists of 3 articles on morphology. The monograph actually came out before the final article was published in Zool Jahrb (#13, above) and before his fourth contribution to morphology (below).
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Morphological studies IV. The nose and Jacobson's organ.
Aus dem Anat Institut Freiburg Br, Morph Stud. Vol 1, Jena, Germany, 1889. This is contained in "Papers on Morphology-Beard," a bound collection of articles, of unknown origin, in the editor's possession. JB has returned to Freiburg as Prof Weismann's assistant at this time. In this article, JB revisited the topic of his first scientific paper, which was also his PhD dissertation. "Dr. J. Beard returns to a subject which he discussed in 1884, and publishes an interesting critical paper. Paper read to the Botanical Society of Edinburgh on January 9, 1902. "The germ cells are absolutely distinct from the organism, and are not derived from the latter but from a parental group of similarly distinct germ cells." At the time it was commonly believed that germ cells were derived from somatic cells. 53. The germ-cells of Pristiurus. Anat Anz. 1902;21:50-61.
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Pristiurus is the dogfish, common in the Mediterranean but also found in British waters.
Blumenthal was a prominent professor and cancer researcher in Berlin. He was exiled from Germany by the Nazis and settled in Turkey. 
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